
00:11:52 Matthieu Kaiser: hi all ;-) 

00:12:03 adam childs: Hi :-) 

00:12:13 adam childs: Count me in 

00:12:40 Rita Perea: Hello everyone! Glad to be here with you today :) 

00:13:18 adam childs: Can we watch a baseball game 

00:13:27 fang: we cant be there, it's quite impossible to travel anywhere fm china 

00:13:34 Merriman Market Analyst: Of course but Tigers aren't very good right now ;-) 

00:14:25 Matthieu Kaiser: congrats, Gianni! :-) 

00:14:32 Din Uppal: Ray, how many days will the course take f2f 

00:14:37 fang: congrats, Gianni 

00:14:41 adam childs: yes congratulation 

00:14:43 Merriman Market Analyst: Thank you!! 

00:14:48 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Wonderful news Gianni 

00:14:54 Darri Murphy: How special congrats 

00:15:00 Rita Perea: Congrats! Very exciting! 

00:15:02 Yating Hu: Congrats Gianni! 

00:15:02 Daniel Ineichen:congrats, Sir! 

00:15:26 adam childs: Fang Are you sure you cannot come 

00:16:11 fang: I  cant even fly back to Singapore, there's absolutely no flights back Singapore 

from Shenzhen all the way till OCt\ 

00:16:14 fang: Oct 

00:16:39 adam childs: I see is it the covid outbreak 

00:16:41 fang: Shanghai is under massive lockdown right now. We went thru that in Shenzhen 

not long ago too. 

00:16:47 adam childs: maybe that will change 

00:17:51 fang: I'm hoping it is all unnecessary fear due to the Jupiter Neptune effect and all this 

will pass after the conjunction has passed 

00:18:16 adam childs: Fingers crossed 

00:20:15 adam childs: very smart 

00:20:21 Matthieu Kaiser: very nice 



00:42:23 Darri Murphy: is this review sheet available to us? 

00:43:36 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes Darri it's in Course 5 workbook 

00:43:46 Matthieu Kaiser: it's in "reactions" (not sure it's the same title in English) 

00:43:54 Diane Western: under "reactions" to raise hand 

00:43:58 Merriman Market Analyst: yes you're right thank you!! 

00:52:56 Matthieu Kaiser: well done Wyatt 

00:53:09 Darri Murphy: impressive! 

00:53:10 Maya Bothe: Great Wyatt! 

00:55:57 Matthieu Kaiser: the S&P has taken out the 170-day MA, can't we take it as a 

confirmation the 23m low is in? 

00:56:20 Matthieu Kaiser: 8m sorry 

01:29:52 Wyatt Fellows: yes 

01:33:06 fang: Is there a possible inverse HnS forming in DJI now? 

01:40:38 fang: I cant as I don't have audio 

01:41:00 fang: no mic, sorry abt that 

01:49:03 Renato Ricks: if the 23m cycle is bearish and tops out in months 2-6, is that based on 

historical study? 

01:50:34 Renato Ricks: ty 

01:50:46 Darri Murphy: Thanks Ray Course Five,  Page 36 of the workbook is the review. I 

downloaded, copied and pasted it in WORD, printed it for future reference. 

01:51:55 Maya Bothe: A general question. Gianni said a smaller right shoulder of an inverse 

h&s is very bullish. What if the right shoulder is lower than the left shoulder? Should one then be 

cautious for a possible failure? 

01:52:07 Matthieu Kaiser: couldn't it be a double MB? 

01:52:57 Merriman Market Analyst: Correct Maya if the right shoulder is lower in an inverse 

H&S it suggests caution 

01:53:06 Merriman Market Analyst: In theory yes Matthieu 

01:53:07 Maya Bothe: thanks 

01:53:22 Matthieu Kaiser: ok 

01:58:14 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: The Lunar Rhythm chart for Gold is also showing a trough with 

moon in Cancer 



02:04:33 Ibrahim Koné: Silver seems to be forming an half primary bottom 

02:06:09 Wyatt Fellows: be nice to see if we can get some divergence between gold and silver 

late this week into the following week... 

02:09:42 Eleonore Charrez: How about oïl ? 

02:10:09 Ibrahim Koné: We could have a right shoulder forming here 

02:14:04 adam childs: Can we look at wheat they are late planting in the Ukraine I think 

02:15:31 Wyatt Fellows: just spring wheat adam...the majority wheat is winter wheat so it has 

already been planted and coming out of dormancy 

02:16:04 adam childs: I see thank you for the good information 

02:16:23 adam childs: So it might not be a problem 

02:16:47 Maya Bothe: I think the 4 yr cycle trough in Bitcoin is still due and could get as steep 

as 18575 

02:18:10 Wyatt Fellows: still could be an issue has it needs to be fertilized yet but if your going to 

see an issue it will be in the corn which is planted in the spring 

02:19:19 adam childs: the solar lunar for bitcoin point to a low around the 8th 

02:20:23 adam childs: Maybe we should look at corn 

02:21:52 Wyatt Fellows: corn has the potential right now...especially after usda planting 

intentions report last Thursday...if your going to play grains near term that's the market you want to be 

in 

02:22:46 adam childs: Thank you Wyatt for your expert knowledge 

02:23:10 Wyatt Fellows: have to ask Gianni but i think corn had major cycle low with 

venus/Saturn last week...this would be the last major cycle for this primary 

02:23:40 Wyatt Fellows: beans are falling to primary cycle low though 

02:23:53 adam childs: Gianni can we look at corn 

02:25:40 adam childs: thank you 

02:25:46 Danica Cordell-Reeh: One news letter mentioned that long term crude oil could reach 

$183 to $210 by 2032 

02:29:11 adam childs: how weeks in the Primary cycle 

02:30:39 Eleonore Charrez: Welll 75% of oïl prices go to governments… helps them pay their 

huge debts… 

02:31:27 Eleonore Charrez: many thanks !!! 

02:31:30 adam childs: thank you 



02:31:30 fang: Thank you 

02:31:33 shanna forlano: thank you 

02:31:38 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thank you guys 

02:31:39 Daniel Ineichen:thank you! 

02:31:41 Yating Hu: Thank you! 

02:31:41 Matthieu Kaiser: many thanks 

02:31:42 Rita Perea: Thank you Gianni and Ray! 

02:31:48 Maya Bothe: Thanks, bye 

02:31:48 Wyatt Fellows: thanks 

02:31:49 Ibrahim Koné: Thank you! 


